In this paper, we propose a novel bicubic method for digital image interpolation. Since the conventional bicubic method does not consider image local features, the interpolated images obtained by the conventional bicubic method often have a blurring problem. In this paper, the proposed bicubic method adopts both the local asymmetry features and the local gradient features of an image in the interpolation processing. Experimental results show that the proposed method can obtain high accuracy interpolated images.
Introduction
Image interpolation is a prime technique in image processing. It is used in many important applications such as digital high-definition television, big screen display, copy and print machine, medical imaging, end-user equipment and so on.
The bicubic interpolation [1] , which is linear and easy to be computed parallel, is used widely in many interpolation applications. However, the conventional bicubic interpolation has a blurring problem in the interpolated images, because it ignores the features of the image pixel data, such as the frequency features, the edge features, the features under multi-resolution and so on. For solving the blurring problem in the interpolated images, resolution enhancement (RE) interpolation methods were proposed. Some of the RE interpolation algorithms use multi-resolution pyramids [2] and frequency features [3] of an image to calculate the interpolated image. Another popular type of the RE interpolation algorithms [4] , [5] needs a sequence of low-resolution images for producing an interpolated image. Since most of the interpolations based on multi-resolution pyramids or multiimage data are not linear and difficult to be computed parallel, they can not replace the bicubic interpolation in many applications.
For improving the interpolation accuracy of the bicubic interpolation, some methods [6] , [7] , which use image local features, are proposed. In [6] , the local asymmetry features of image pixels are used to modify the local up-sampling distance in the bicubic interpolation. In [7] , the local gradient features of image edges are used to optimize the local interpolation weights in the bicubic interpolation. Since both the asymmetry feature and the gradient feature can help to reduce the blurring problem of the bicubic interpolation, in this paper we combine these two kinds of image features to propose a novel high accuracy bicubic algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. The conventional bicubic interpolation is reviewed in Sect. 2. The bicubic interpolation using the local asymmetry feature is described in Sect. 3.1. The bicubic interpolation using the local gradient feature is described in Sect. 3.2. Then, in Sect. 3.3 we give the proposed algorithm, which adopts both the local asymmetry and the local gradient features. The parameter estimation and experimental results are presented in Sects. 4 and 5. Finally, the conclusion is included in Sect. 6.
Conventional Bicubic Interpolation
The conventional bicubic interpolation needs an upsampling distance S to estimate the unknown pixels for the interpolation processing. At the position (i , j ), which is shown in Fig. 1 , the bicubic interpolation calculates the interpolated pixel as
where S y = j − j, S x = i − i and f i, j means the pixel value at the position (i, j). The weights W −1 (S ), W 0 (S ), W 1 (S ), W 2 (S ) in conventional bicubic interpolation are given as
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Proposed High Accuracy Bicubic Method
Since the conventional bicubic interpolation has a blurring problem, one modified method was proposed in [6] using the image local asymmetry features, and another modified method was proposed in [7] using the image local gradient features. In this section, we review these two modified bicubic interpolations firstly, and then give the proposed bicubic interpolation, which combines these two kinds of image features.
Local Asymmetry Feature Based Bicubic Method
The local asymmetry feature based bicubic method uses the modified interpolation value f A i , j to replace the conventional interpolation value f i , j . In [6] the modified value f A i , j is calculated using Eq. (1) by replacing S y , S x with S y , S x , which is given as
where
In Eqs. (3) and (4) S x1 , S x2 , S y1 , S y2 are calculated by
where A x1 , A x2 , A y1 and A y2 are the local asymmetry features defined by However, since the local asymmetry feature based bicubic method improves the values of the interpolated pixels by modifying the interpolation operator S to S , it can not work well to the interpolation of signals with peaks or troughs. Then, in the Sect. 3.2 we present another improved bicubic method, which is based on the image local gradient features.
Local Gradient Feature Based Bicubic Method
To interpolate the signals with peaks or troughs, in [7] using the local gradient features around the interpolated pixel f i , j , four local gradient weights were proposed by the authors. The four local gradient weights H l , H r , V u and V l are generated from the four pixel masks around the interpolated pixel, where the four masks are shown in Fig. 2 with the dotted line blocks.
The local gradient weights H l , H r , V u and V l are defined as
where the parameter α is in the range of [0, 1] . Using the local gradient weights H l , H r , V u and V l , the authors got 8 new interpolation weights W G n to replace the conventional interpolation weights W n in the bicubic interpolation. Then, the local gradient feature based bicubic method is given as
where the weights W G n (S y ) are given as
, and the weights W G n (S x ) are given as
and
respectively.
In the above algorithm of [7] when the local gradient values around the interpolated pixel f i , j are large, W G 0 (S ) and W G k which decides S x and S y , the other is the parameter α which decides the local gradient masks H l , H r , V u and V l . To do a quantitative estimation of the two parameters in the proposed method, we lowpass several different well-known test images (256 × 256) with Gaussian lowpass filters, and subsample the lowpassed test images to the small size images. Then, the subsampled images are interpolated to their original size using the proposed bicubic method. The test images are shown in Fig. 3 . Using the proposed bicubic method with different parameter values, the mean square error (MSE) surfaces of each interpolated test image are shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , we mark the small MSE areas using the boxes with white broken line.
From Fig. 4 we known that for both 2 times and 4 times interpolations, the optimum parameters, which minimize the MSE value, of each test image are almost in the same coordinate range. Thus, we can use the average values of the optimum parameters k, α as the fixed experimental parameters k p , α p for the proposed bicubic interpolation algorithm. Then, we have the experimental parameters k p , α p as k p = 2.1, α p = 0.05.
Experimental Results
To show the effectiveness of the proposed bicubic interpolation with the experimental parameters, we give the MSE values between the enlarged images and the original test images in Tables 1 and 2 using the proposed bicubic method with the experimental parameters, the local asymmetry feature based bicubic method (LAF), the local gradient feature based bicubic method (LGF) and the conventional bicubic method. In [6] the fixed k for the local asymmetry feature based bicubic method is given as 5.5, and in [7] the fixed α for the local gradient feature based bicubic method is given as 0.07. From Tables 1 and 2 , we can see that the MSE values of the enlarged images obtained by the proposed bicubic method are smaller than those of the other bicubic methods. Then, we can say that the accuracy of the proposed bicubic method is higher than those of the other bicubic methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel high accuracy bicubic method which adopts both the local asymmetry and the local gradient features of an image at the same time. Experimental results show that the proposed method can obtain high accuracy interpolated images.
